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 Seasonal affective disorder (SAD)/Seasonal Depression 
is a category of depression, that is related to the changing 
of the seasons. It impacts approximately 10 million 
Americans, and an increased awareness has grown 
surrounding this area. It typically begins and ends at the 
same times every year, but can occur sporadically 
throughout the year depending on the severity of 
symptoms. It generally occurs at the beginning of the 
winter months and ends in the late spring/early summer. 
Currently, there are a variety of treatment 
recommendations available. These include light therapy, 
medications, psychotherapy, and self-care. 
 It is imperative both for yourself and for those you care 
for, to be mindful of potential signs and symptoms of SAD. 

Some examples, (but 
not limited to), are 
feeling depressed most 
of the day, losing 
interest in activities you 
once enjoyed, having 
low energy, having 
problems with sleeping, 
experiencing changes in 

your appetite or weight, feeling sluggish/agitated, having 
difficulty concentrating, feeling hopeless, worthless, or 
having frequent thoughts of death or suicide.  
 As mentioned above, medications are one of the 
options in treating SAD, but it is important to point out the 
variety of ways in which this may possibly be managed 
without. Exposure to forms of natural light is 
recommended. Whether this be getting outdoors in the 
fresh air, or sitting near a window in your home. As with 

many general lifestyle recommendations, walking, 
running, biking, swimming, etc. could all be helpful in 
managing and coping with the depressive symptoms 
experienced. Finding activities or hobbies that appeal to 
you, may also be of notable help. Checking in with family 
and friends can serve a great purpose. Even a short 5 to 10 
minute conversation, may help allow you to discuss how 
you may be feeling and share your experiences. 
 Treatment is not a one size fits all model. There may be 
a combination of options mentioned that work for you, 
but it is important to know that every individual will 
respond to these recommendations in different ways. 
With COVID and routinely wearing masks, changes to our 
daily lives have made this an even more challenging time 
of the year. Although it may be difficult, try your best to 
stay positive, stay strong, and stay healthy. 
 

 If you or someone you know may be experiencing these 
symptoms, reach out to your primary care provider to 
discuss possible options, and what the next best course of 
action may be. If it is an emergency call 911, or the 
national suicide hotline at 1-800-273-8255 for help.  
 

Submitted by Kara Waters (St. John Fisher (Wegmans School of 
Pharmacy)- Pharm D. Candidate) 
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Mark Edgerly is 2020 Friend of CVAC  
 

 This year CVAC honored our Advisory Committee Chair, Mark Edgerly, as our Friend 
of CVAC. Mark has been a member of this Committee, and for RSVP prior to CVAC, for 
nearly 20 years. As a Pharmacist, he brings a health and wellness perspective to the 
group and he often shares pertinent educational information for this newsletter. On top 
of that, Mark helps us financially and reaches out to his friends to help us as well. We 
are grateful for his generosity, guidance, leadership, and most of all – his friendship! 

Seasonal Affective Disorder With a Splash of COVID  

http://chemung.cce.cornell.edu/
http://chemung.cce.cornell.edu/volunteer
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Thank you for monetary 
gifts we received from: 

 

Margaret Monitello 
Katie Muccigrosso 

Joan Vangalder  
 

Thank You! 

Name_____________________________________ 
 

May we publish your name?  Yes___  No___ 
 

Street_____________________________________ 
 

City ___________________  State ___  Zip ___ 
 

Clip and return this coupon with your contribution to: 
     Chemung Volunteer Action Corps 
     CCE of Chemung County 
     425 Pennsylvania Ave.  Suite 107 
     Elmira, NY 14904 

I designate my contribution of $ ______ for: 
 

___  Use wherever it is needed most 
___  Staying Healthy initiatives 
___  Going Green initiatives 
___  Citizen Action initiatives 
 

My contribution is in memory/in honor of: 
_____________________________________ 
 

Contributions are tax deductible to the extent of the law. 

Please  Help  Us ! !  
Funding for volunteer training and management is increasingly difficult to obtain through traditional sources.  
Therefore, individual and community donations are more important than ever! Thank you for your tax deductible 
donation. Your assistance will help CVAC recruit and educate volunteers. Please make any checks payable to CCE 
Chemung. 

Stay in Touch with CCE 
Cornell Cooperative Extension 

of Chemung County 
425 Pennsylvania Ave., Suite 107 

Elmira, NY 14904 
 

Office Hours 
Weekdays 8:30 to 4:30 

 

Website 
chemung.cce.cornell.edu 

 
 

Social Media 
“Like” us on Facebook 

We’re also on Instagram   
 

Phone 
607-734-4453 

 

CVAC Staff  
Phone Extensions: 

 

 Carol      215 
 Danielle      216 
 Terri       202 

 

If you receive Thrive by mail 
and want to switch to email 
call us and we’ll save money! 

January and February fun facts 
 This issue of THRIVE covers January and February. We know them for 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day and, of course, Valentine’s Day.  
 It’s a strange part of the year, calendar-wise. Read on for some 
interesting tidbits only the internet could provide!  
 Originally, the Roman calendar had only 10 months, and it excluded 
January and February. King Numa Pompilius, the second King of Rome, is 
responsible for adding both January and February to the Roman calendar. 
He did this in the 700’s B.C. so calendars would be equivalent to a lunar 
year. Even so, it only had 30 days. Finally, Julius Caesar added the 31st day 
to the month and completed it to the full month of January we practice 
now. 
 In the United Kingdom, some people practice “Dry January.” This is a 
movement to encourage people to quit drinking alcohol for the month to 
encourage public health.  
 The length of February kept changing. At one point, it had as few as 23 
days. It was finalized in 713 B.C.by Julius Caesar when he remade the 
Roman calendar and assigned the month 28 days and 29 days.   
 Of all the words you can misspell, February is one of the most misspelled 
words in the English language.   
 February is the only month where it’s possible to go the entire time 
without having a full moon.  
 Now you know!  

OUR OFFICE IS CLOSED 

January 1st  
January 18th 

February 12th  
February 15th 

Calling all snowbirds!  
Please let us know if you will be 

gone for an extended period of 

time so we can hold your 

newsletter. You can call our office 

at 734-4453 or email 

dkh54@cornell.edu 

http://chemung.cce.cornell.edu/
https://www.facebook.com/Chemung-Volunteer-Action-Corps-158255057562762/?ref=page_internal
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Did you get a new electronic this holiday?  
 Did you know that the average American household has at least 24 electronic products? And often have more TV’s 
than people per household. Many electronic products are purchased through the holiday season (November-
December), replacing either a broken electronic product or just upgrading an old one. When ridding of old electronics 
please keep in mind that electronics contain heavy metals and other materials that are hazardous and need to be 
recycled. Not only is this the environmentally ‘right’ thing to do...it’s the LAW.   
Here in Chemung County there are many places that accept electronics:  

 REACT: 739-8401  
 LAKE STREET TRANSFER STATION: 737-2980  
 BEST BUY: 739-9471  

 It is suggested that you call before dropping items off to inquire about days and times 
they are open, whether they accept your item and any costs that could be involved.  
 Also, check with your local stores such as Lowe’s, Target, Wal-Mart, etc.…. as they will 
accept cellphones and other items.  
 Lastly, if you are replacing an electronic product that is still in good working condition, think REUSE and check with 
your local Samaritan Center, Salvation Army, or Habitat for Humanity RESTORE to inquire as to whether they will take 
your old electronic. If they do– a WIN/WIN and a GREAT start to the New Year!  

Is your home ready for winter? 
 With cold temperatures greeting us as early as 
October, it’s hard to imagine we have yet to approach 
the coldest months of the year. January, on average, is 
the coldest month in New York, but February is very 
close behind. In New York, heating is one of the largest 
expenses and can cost a family anywhere between $800 
and $2000. Now that the holidays are almost behind us, 
we can’t imagine anyone wanting to spend more money 
than they need to, especially to stay warm in the winter. 
Fortunately, there are actions you can take to cut costs 
and keep your home warm all season long.  
 Turn down your thermostat. It seems 
counterintuitive to stay warm but, keeping your 
thermostat down, even just one degree, can save about 
2% of your heating bill. You could also consider 
installing a programmable thermostat and having it set 
to 68°F when you’re home and drop it several degrees 
when you’re gone.  
 If you have drapes or curtains, use them to your 
advantage! On sunny days, keep the drapes open to 

soak up the heat, and then close the drapes or draw the 
shades at night.  
 One of the most 
important things to do 
is to check your 
windows for drafts. 
Even a small gap can 
be costly. Consider 
installing weather 
stripping to keep cold 
air out of the house. Place a long pillow or towel under 
the door to reduce drafts if the space between the door 
and the floor is large. 
 CCE also offers a free home energy assessment for 
New Yorkers which may qualify you for incentives, 
rebates, and low-interest financing that can be applied 
to fix identified problems. If you have questions or 
would like to schedule a free home energy assessment, 
contact Eileen Hanrahan, CCE Chemung’s Community 
Energy Advisor, at 607.366.0833 or email 
eeh85@cornell.edu.  

Donate your fabric or yarn to cvac 
 Did you know we have volunteers who quilt, sew, knit, and 
crochet? The final products are then donated to various 
organizations around Chemung County. The beautiful quilts 
pictured to the right were made by a volunteer and then 
donated to local veterans! Supplies can be expensive so we are 
always accepting donations. We are currently in need of flannel 
with baby-themed prints, multiple full skeins of yarn, and larger 
‘scrap’ fabric pieces. If you have any material you would like to donate you can drop it off at our office. If you have 
any questions or areinterested in becoming a quilter/knitter volunteer give us a call at 734.4453 
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January/February 2021 

Community Engagement 

Opportunities for Enrolled Volunteers 

Staying Healthy 
 

SUPPORTING OUR SENIORS (SOS) 
You, your family or your religious group can help 
individuals remain living independently in their own 
home as long as possible. Educate them about the 
services available in Chemung County. Call us at  
734.4453. SOS is also the connection between 
those needing an access ramp and the volunteers 
who build them. Enrolled and Affiliated 
 
 
If any of these exciting and challenging 
opportunities interests you, contact CVAC at 
734.4453. CVAC is a civic engagement program of 
Cornell Cooperative Extension of Chemung 
County. Individuals who bring a diverse perspective 
and are supportive of diversity are strongly 
encouraged to apply. 

Citizen Action 
 

We’re looking for individuals to work with us on our 
“Move Forward Elmira” Poverty Stoplight initiative. 
Help facilitate surveys using a Samsung tablet in 
the City of Elmira. Training is provided. This allows 
for great flexibility in your schedule and is very 
rewarding. Call Carol at 734.4453 ext. 215 for 
information. Enrolled 

 
Going Green 

 

Help others understand energy use and make 
progress towards reducing energy bills, and 
switching from fossil fuels to renewables. 
Volunteers are asked to commit to at least 8 of the 
10 sessions and to assist with public outreach. 
Training anticipated to start in Spring 2021. Call 
Jennifer at 734.4453 ext. 214 for more information. 

CVAC continues to be hard at work contacting our partner agencies to bring you the most up-to-date volunteer 
information and opportunities during the pandemic. While some of our partner agencies are bringing back 
volunteers, many are still unable to do so. The agencies listed above have current needs for volunteers at this time. 
Many of our partner agencies anticipate having more opportunities available in the upcoming months. If you 
would like more information about a particular opportunity, please call our office. We thank you for your 
commitment to volunteerism in Chemung County.  

Diabetes and Covid-19 
Living with diabetes may increase the risk for complications from COVID-19, but controlling blood sugar may help lower 
this risk. Managing diabetes during the holidays is especially difficult. You can manage or help prevent diabetes by 
eating well and following some simple guidelines. 

 Snack smart. Eat some fruit, nuts, or other protein-rich snacks to hold you over while you wait for the main 
course. Drink plenty of water, too.  

 Choose a smaller plate to prevent you from filling it with more food than you need and make the amount of food 
on your plate seem larger. Aim to fill half your plate with vegetables, a quarter with lean protein, and a quarter 
with starch.  

 Wait before getting seconds. It takes a few minutes for your stomach to tell your brain that you’re full. After 
finishing your first serving, take a 10-minute break. Make conversation, drink water, then check your appetite. 

From Emblem Health 

Opportunities for Affiliated Volunteers  
Task                    Location        

 Mediator (training provided)           Community Dispute Resolution Center 

 New members                Crystal Chords 
 Assisting customers and donors, organizing     Habitat for Humanity ReStore (Corning)  
 Record shredding               Near Westside Neighborhood Assoc.  
 Assisting guest at displays and admission      Wings of Eagles  
 Youth mentoring at EOP 5:30-6:30 (activities provided) Big Brothers/Big Sisters  
 Assisting at clothes closet            Neighborhood Transformation Center 

https://click.connections.emblemhealth.com/?qs=e8af76e20f6943a4689ccaeb64197857efbd26073c1cc57c2478fa60b38cacbdca055e8616765d7fc7ddaed175379807b7d16a419e5768f2fa0250f10abf41b4
https://www.emblemhealth.com/
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Do you remember these stores in downtown Elmira?  

At one point, Downtown Elmira was THE shopping center. You could get just about anything you wanted. While 
most of these stores have closed their doors, you might remember shopping at them ‘back in the day.’ See if you 
can find the iconic Downtown Elmira stores in the word search!  

Do you have empty printer cartridges?  
Treu Office Supply & Furniture (110 Lake St, Elmira) 
offers a way to help local neighbors-in-need. Treu’s 
has established a cartridge 
recycling project. Empty 
cartridges from both home 
and office printers can be 
dropped off at Treu’s. The 
cartridges are picked up by a 
recycler and refilled for resale. The recycler pays a 
small fee for each cartridge then Treu’s donates these 
funds (plus a matching amount they contribute) to the 
Elmira Community Kitchen. Empty cartridges help fill 
plates at the Elmira Community Kitchen!  

Iszard’s 

Gorton Coy 

Rosenbaums 

Record Shop 

The Bootery 

Fanny Farmer 

Harolds 

Elmira Arms 

Sears 

Schwartz’s 

Cameo Shop 

Marvins 

Word 

Meals on wheels needs substitute drivers 
Meals on Wheels needs substitute drivers and runners 
to cover for volunteers 
unable to participate. 
This temporary 
assistance will be for 
various routes in 
Chemung County, with a 
time commitment 
ranging from 40 to 90 
minutes. Cars are loaded and unloaded by screened 
volunteers so there is no contact at the MOW building. 
Please call 734-9535 if you can help. They very much 
appreciate any help they can get!   

Explore Chemung County History with the historical society  
 Chemung County Historical Society has multiple virtual exhibits that you can experience for free without 
leaving your home. If you’ve ever been curious about the Chemung County 
Civil War Experience, Elmira in the 1920s, or even Elmira in the Gilded Age, 
now is your chance to enrich your mind and learn a little history. Filled 
with in-depth reading material and beautiful pictures of the past, a visit to 
the historical society’s website could keep you entertained for days. For 
more information and to experience the virtual exhibits, go to chemungvalleymuseum.org and click on the tab 
that says ‘exhibits.’ From there, select the topic that interests you and explore everything the museum has to 
offer virtually. For more information, visit chemungvalleymuseum.org or call 607.734.4167  

file:///C:/Users/rsvp/Documents/CCE
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Moving Heat Is  Cheaper Than  Making 
Heat—Why Pay More?  
Submitted by Ted Crane, CCE Energy Navigator 

 Since lightning first made fire, humans have kept 
warm in winter by making heat. First open fires, then 
fireplaces, then wood stoves, then hot water radiators 
fed by boilers, then electric baseboard heaters, quartz 
heaters, propane heaters, kerosene heaters, and a 
gazillion other devices. 
 All of these heating devices are expensive to run, 
some because much of the heat escapes up a chimney, 
and others because they rely on purchased energy. 
In the 1740s, William Cullen—a Scotsman interested in 
preserving food at lower temperatures—showed how 
the rapid heating of liquid to a gas can result in cooling. 
He never created a practical refrigerator, and probably 
never even thought about how his principle could be 
used to heat homes! 
 Commercial refrigerators began to appear in the 
20th century. Until 1929—the year of the Great Stock 
Market Crash—many designs relied on explosive 
coolants. In 1930, no less distinguished a person than 
Albert Einstein (and Leo Szilard, who later helped create 
the first working atomic reactor) patented the Einstein 
Refrigerator, which had no moving parts and merely 
required a heat source. Fast forward a few years and 
here we are today, with ice water and crushed ice in the 
doors of our home fridge. 
 The thing is, refrigerators do more than cool their 
own insides. They heat the outsides! Most of us 
consider this end of the bargain, at best, an annoyance. 
Robert Webber, an American inventor, came up with 
the idea for a heat pump in the 1940s. He burnt his 
hands, accidentally, by touching the hot outlet pipes of 
a large cooling system. His key idea: if a freezer makes 
waste heat, could he heat his house with it? 
Webber built the first full-scale heat pump by burying 
copper tubing outside his house—lots and lots of 
copper tubing—and set about cooling the grounds of his 
property while enjoying the side-effect: the waste heat 
kept his house warm all winter. 
 Without going into the nitty-gritty numbers, 
Webber's project also demonstrated the miracle of heat 

pumps: Depending on the technology and operating 
conditions, the energy required to create heat is 
between 3 and 5 times the energy required to move the 
same heat from one place to another. 
 Consider a nearly-100-percent-efficient heat source: 
electric baseboard heat. You put one unit of electricity 
in, you get one unit of heat out. When you put one unit 
of energy into a heat pump to move heat from outdoors 
to indoors, your living space gets 3 to 5 units of heat in 
your living space. This heat is a lot less expensive than 
the electric baseboard heat. 
 The same is true for oil heat, gas heat, and wood 
heat, except that while fossil fuels are often less 
expensive than electricity, the heating mechanism is a 
lot less than 100 percent efficient. 

 Modern heat pumps come in two "flavors": ground 
source and air source. And—another miracle—they can 
be reversed in the summertime to cool your home! 
 Heat Pumps can be retrofitted in existing homes (to 
replace a boiler or furnace) and installed in new 
construction. For more information or possible financial 
assistance go to solartompkins.org or contact 
lisa@heartsmarttompkins.org. 

Item Refrigerator Air Source Ground Source 

Cost and 
Usage 

Cheap: at 
least 1 in 

every house 

Lower Cost: 
Mini-splits are 

popular 

Higher Cost: Not 
so many 
installed 

Noise Not much 
Yes, but 

outdoors 
Yes, but can be 

mitigated 

Temp. 
Limits 

Works poorly 
in cool spaces 

Less efficient  
below 10°F 

None: No 
moving parts 

outdoors 

Options 
Ice Maker,  
Built-in TV 

Multiple 
Interior Units 

Vertical (in well) 
or  

Horizontal 
(under grass) 

Do you know how fast a 'now' passes? 
While people keep waiting and waiting for something big to happen in life, the 'now' is passing them by. Do you 
know how fast a 'now' passes? At the rate of 186,000 miles per second, the speed of light. So no matter how 
much you love and enjoy a particular 'now,' that's how fast it becomes a 'was.'  That's why I never use the word 'if' 
anymore. An 'if' is a 'never was.'    

-Comedian Sid Caesar 
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News from  Chemung County  
Department of  Ag i ng  and  Long Term Care  

Kim Salisbury, Director 
737.5520  8:30 AM to 4:30 PM 

2021 Respite Scholarship Program Finger Lakes Caregiver Institute  
 The 2021 Respite Scholarship program is a grant-funded program to help meet the needs of families 
impacted by Alzheimer’s and other dementias. The 2021 Scholarship program offered through Lifespan 
provides once per year, $500 scholarship award to randomly selected applicants 
for respite services to be used during a 3 month period. All applicants must 
meet the criteria or having some type of memory loss (no diagnosis needed) 
and not be enrolled in MEDICAID. The applicant’s name will be entered into a 
pool and the winner will be selected by a random lottery style drawing. 
Applicant’s names will remain in the pool and be available for subsequent 
drawings for the remainder of 2021. 
 For applications, or to learn more please call the Chemung County Department of Aging and ask to speak 
to an Aging Services professional regarding Respite. 

COVID - 19 Pandemic 
 One of the most significant impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic is the social isolation and loneliness in 
older adults. One of the ways of combatting this is to volunteer. Volunteering can improve your emotional 
health and well-being. There are many organizations in our community that 
rely upon volunteers particularly during this pandemic. You may ask how can I 
adhere to social distancing, be safe, and still volunteer? Listed below are a few 
organizations or agencies that need volunteers. These organizations and 
agencies follow the recommended social distancing and PPE guidelines 
including staying at least 6 feet apart and wearing face masks. There are 
volunteer opportunities that involve no direct contact as well as minimal 
contact including; assisting with mailings, phone calls to homebound older persons, delivering meals, 
preparing taxes, helping with insurance, and serving on advisory councils to name a few….  

 Chemung County Department of Aging and Long Term Care has several programs in need of 
volunteers. Training and supervision are provided by professional aging staff. Minimal or no contact 
required. Please call  607-737-5520 to get more details.    

 Meals on Wheels Chemung County - is a program that provides meals to senior citizens in our 
community. They have 19 routes that cover deliveries to seniors throughout the county.  
Volunteers are needed to ensure no senior goes hungry. They also need substitutes that can fill in 
on days when a regular volunteer is not available. If you want to make a difference in the life of a 
homebound senior please, call Meals on Wheels at 607-734-9535 

 AARP Tax - Aide Volunteers—Volunteer Tax Preparers Needed for the 2021 Tax Season. 
Volunteers will work from home. Training provided via ZOOM. Please call 607-737-5520 for more 
information 

 ServeNY—Become a ServeNY volunteer during a disaster or public health emergency. Go to 
my.ny.gov for more information. 

 The Chemung County Department of Aging and Long Term Care is funded by Chemung County, NYS Office 

for the Aging, Administration for Community Living and participant donations. 

https://www.chemungcountyny.gov/departments/a_-_f_departments/aging_and_long_term_care/index.php
https://my.ny.gov/


CVAC Advisory Committee 
Gerry Brown     Caryl Cavalier     Mark Edgerly - Chair     Andy Fagan      

Francine Hulslander   Ceil Josbeno   Kim Salisbury  
Ella Savey     Livie Trexler     Evelyn Williams 

 

OUR MISSION 
Cornell Cooperative Extension puts knowledge to work in pursuit of economic vitality, ecological sustainability and 

social well being.  We bring local experience and research based solutions together, helping New York State families 
and communities thrive in our rapidly changing world. 

 

Cornell Cooperative Extension is an employer and educator recognized for valuing AA/EEO, Protected Veterans and  
Individuals with Disabilities, and provides equal program and employment opportunities. 

 

CVAC STAFF 
Carol Houssock, Administrator, cwh28@cornell.edu 
Danielle Howie, Special Programs Coordinator, dkh54@cornell.edu 
Terri Bommarito, Receptionist, tkb53@cornell.edu 


